
CHAPTER 2

SIGNS,SIGNALS, AND 

ROADWAY MARKINGS

2.1 TRAFFIC SIGNS

2.2  TRAFFIC SIGNALS

2.3  ROADWAY MARKINGS



We’re taking the driver education class to get the answers





Regulatory

Warning



Stop even with

the stop sign if

there is no line



Blue--parked cars 

If

C







There  are

8 sign shapes

6 shapes

are unique.

Why?





There are

8 sign colors



Red and white

means don’t

White with

black letters

means do



Is this 

true?



HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A SIGN LIKE THIS?



THAT SIGN IS NOW URBAN LEGEND

ALL STATES HAVE SPEED LIMITS



Speed Limits by State





Also known a Diamond Lane





SOMETIMES A WARNING SIGN MIGHT 

NOT BE THE YELLOW DIAMOND 

SHAPE YOU WOULD EXPECT





SOMETIMES  THERE IS NO DOUBT 

ABOUT WHAT THE SIGN MEANS





AND SOMETIMES SIGNS CAN BE 

CONFUSING









AND HERE ARE 2 UNUSUAL SIGNS



Road sign in Sweden. Yellow diamond shaped signs warning of

moose can be found in Minnesota, Michigan, Maine, etc. 



This photo taken on Interstate 5 just north of the 

U.S. – Mexican border, San Ysidro, California near 

San Diego.







About 750

feet away

At the

crossing

These signs are unique

to railroad crossings









You might see signs that say:

Fines double in work zones

or

Workers – Give ’em a brake



Be a smart driver.

When you see a

flagger, orange

barrels, barracades,

etc., slow down

and expect a 

change of some 

sort up ahead. 





Interstate mile markers

start at the south and

west from low to high

I 80 is east

west. I 35

is north

south



This sign is posted along the interstate system to honor President Eisenhower 

for initiating the Interstate Highway System in 1955. The system is now 160,000 

miles in length.  The 5 stars signify Eisenhower’s military rank during World War II 

as General of the Army. Only five generals in modern U.S. history have held the rank 

of General of the Army: Eisenhower, MacArthur, Marshall, Arnold and Bradley.



OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES



Watch what happened to a motor-

cyclist who had the right of way

Be a

smart 

driver.

Look 

both

ways 

even

if you 

have 

the

right of

way.







On a pole at

the corner

Hanging from

above usually

at the center

of the intersection

Extends above the 

Intersection on an arm



Iowa does not



Iowa Driver’s Manual



If a traffic light is not working you may encounter

flashing red or yellow lights. Stop for a red flashing

light then proceed with caution. If the light is flashing

yellow, slow down check traffic from both directions 

then proceed with caution.







EACH LANE HAS IT’S OWN SIGNAL ABOVE IT

This may

also be

a yellow

X

Reversible Lanes



Each lane has it’s

own signal above it

Example of

a different 

style signal

above each

lane.





Walk and don’t walk signs are not universal. Sometimes 

you will see the words “Walk” and “Don’t Walk.” You might 

see a figure for “Walk” and an X through the figure for “Don’t

Walk.”  You might also see just the figure and hand without 

the words.  Be a smart driver. Watch for the possible differences



s

Note the “Don’t Walk” sign in this picture is a hand

without words. Some have the hand and a count-

down feature next to the hand.  10, 9, 8………..etc.







The only 

time you 

are permitted 

to cross a 

solid yellow

line is to use

a shared

center lane.



Note that shared

center turn lane

markings are

unique.

Can you enter a

shared center lane

too soon?



S

w







If the road marker glows

red instead of yellow 

or white, you are going

the wrong way

Be a smart driver



Common signs painted

on the pavement
School

Handicapped

Crosswalks

Curbs painted yellow or red

Words: PED Xing or RR Xing

Turn arrows

Be a smart

driver. Watch 

for painted 

signs and curbs



Iowa Driver’s Manual





Signs, signs, everywhere are signs……….

“Thank you Lord for thinkin’ of me, I’m alive and doin’ 
fine……………Signs, signs, everywhere are signs……

Performed by: Three Sides Now, 1971


